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FOREWORD
This is an interim report on work being performed by Rohr Industries --
Design and Fabrication of Titanium Multiwall Thermal Protection System
(TPS) -- describing the Task VI activities. In Task VI, the Task I panel
was redesigned to incorporate ninety degree side closures, Ti-6A1-2Sn-
4Zr-2Mo upper surface, larger nodes on the dimpled sheets, and through
panel fasteners. Structural and thermal analyses were performed. Tools
were designed and fabricated. Specimens were fabricated and tested to
verify the design analysis. An array of twenty, an array of two, and two
additional titanium multiwall panels were delivered to NASALangley
Research Center for testing.
This program is administrated by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Langley Research Center (NASALaRC). Mr. John Shideler
of the Aerothermal Loads Branch, Loads and Aeroelasticity Division, is
the technical monitor.
The following Rohr personnel were the principal contributors to the
program during this reporting period: Winn Blair, Program Manager; Dale
Jennings, Manufacturing Technology; John E. Meaney, R&DStructures,
H. A. Rosenthal, R&DThermal; D. Timms, Preliminary Design; and L. A.
- Wiech, Engineering Laboratory. Overall responsibility is assigned to the
Rohr Aerospace R&D Engineering organization with U. Bockenhauer, Manaqer.
VII

SUMMARY
The titanium multi-wall panel, reported in References 1 and 2 was
redesigned to change the side closures angle from 0.524 Rad (30 degrees)
to 1.571Rad (90 degrees) and the dimpled sheet node sizes from 1.5 mm
(0.060 inch) to 1.9 mm (0.075 inch). The outer layers of the hot side
were changed from Ti-6A1-4V to Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo. Tests were conducted
to verify the structural and thermal performance. One two-panel array
was fabricated and delivered to NASAJohnson Space Center for testing in
a radiant heating facility. One 20-panel array and two additional panels
were delivered to NASALangley Research Center for testing in the 8-foot
High Temperature Structures Facility and the High Intensity Noise
Facility. In addition, one panel was fabricated with an internal
vacuum.
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1/ INTRODUCTION
Rohr Industrieswas awardeda contractJanuary1979 to design and
fabricatetitaniummulti-wallthermalprotectionpanels for testingby
NASA.
The initialprogramconsistedof the preliminarydesign of flat panels
and tooling,fabricationsof flat test panels,and testing in face
tension, flexuralstrength,creep,thermalconductivity,and emittance.
Resultsof these tests were used to design and fabricatea nine-panel
array for testing in the LangleyResearchCenter 8-FootHigh Temperature
StructuresTunnel. A two-panelarray was fabricatedand deliveredto
LangleyResearch Centerfor vibrationaland acousticaltests. A second
two-panelarray was deliveredto JohnsonSpace Centerfor radiant heating
tests. This design and fabricationeffort is documentedin References1
and 2.
One additionalpart of this programwas to determinethe extensional,
bendingand torsionalstiffnessof flat, multi-wallsandwich. Data for
this effort was reportedin Reference.3.
Also a part of this programwas to demonstratethat the multi-wall
. conceptcould be fabricatedas a curvedpanel. A curved titanium
multi-wallpanel having a single radiusof curvatureof 305 mm (12
inches)was fabricatedand deliveredto NASA LangleyResearchCenter.
The panel'soverall dimensionswere 305 by 305 by 17.2 mm (12 by 12 by
0.680 inches). This was reported in Reference4.
Anotherpart of the programwas to developa SuperalloyHoneycomb-
Titanium Honeycomb-SilicaSandwichpanel thermalprotectionconcept.
This was reported in Reference5.
In this part of the programthe panel describedin Reference2 was
redesignedbased on an AlternateThermalProtectionSystem Study,
Reference6, and test resultsfrom the nine-panelarray, 8-foot High
TemperatureStructuresTunnel Tests. This report describesthe
activitiesof Task VI.
2/ IMPROVEMENTSO TASKI DESIGN
2.1 DESIGNCHANGES
The Task I design, reported in References I and 2, shows a Ti-6AI-4V
multiwall panel 17.8 by 304.8 by 304.8 mm (0.7 by 12.0 by 12.0 inches)
which has'thirty-degree side closures, and clips and tongues as a means
for attaching the panel to a vehicle. The design also shows 1.9 mm
(0.060 inch) diameter nodes on the dimpled sheets. The thirty-degree
side closures presented a tooling problem for LID bonding the panels.
Due to the thirty-degree slope, proper pressure could not be applied to
that area during the LID bonding cycle, which resulted in poor bonding
quality. The original attachment design did not allow for easy removal
of panels in any given area of a vehicle.
The new design is based on the Alternate Thermal Protection System Study
reported in Reference 6 and evaluation of test results from References i,
2 and 7. The new design, Figure I, incorporates 1.571Rad (90 degrees)
side closures, through panel fasteners for easy removal, Ti-6AI-2Sn-2Mo
outer sheets for better creep resistance, and 1.9 mm(O.075-inch)
diameter nodes for greater strength. The design also allows for smaller,
odd shaped transition panels to be made using the same basic tools.
The panel attach bolt design, Figure 2, allows for fibrous insulating
material to be placed in the cavity over the attach bolt. This minimizes
the heat short from radiation.
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2.2 THROUGHPANEL FASTENERDESIGN
The through panel fastener design shown in Figure 2 incorporatesthe use
of a standardbolt and rivnut and a housingthat is machinedto very thin
gauges. This allowsfor the housingto be filledwith insulation,thus
keepingthe heat transferto an acceptablelevel. Panels having these
fastenersare easy to installand remove,and permit easy access to any
area of the vehicle.
3/ STRUCTURALANALYSIS
3.1 DESIGNCRITERIA
The design point for this panel is body point 3140 on the Shuttle
vehicle. This point is located on the upper centerline in front of the
windshield. The design criteria for this panel consist basically of
temperature and aerodynamic pressure. The maximumpressure load is¢
6.89 KPa (1 psi) ultimate for the ascent case without significant thermal
gradients. For the descent cases, a pressure load of 6.89 KPa (1 psi)
ultimate with and without the thermal gradient of 716°K/389°K
(830°F/240:F) was applied and was used in the stress analysis. See
Figure 3 at time of 330 seconds for this maximumtemperature gradient.
These curves were developed from heating rates for body point 3140
(Reference 8) and a one dimensional computer model using conduction
analysis. These pressure and thermal gradients are tabulated in Table 1,
Design Criteria.
3.2 FINITE ELEMENTMODEL
A two-dimensional finite element model of the entire panel was
constructed in order to determine the internal stresses and external
deflections for the above pressure/temperature gradients. The model,
shown in Figure 4, has 177 nodes. This number of nodes meshes the panel
into a series of 25.4 mmby 25.4 mm (1.0 inch by 1.0 inch) plate members.
m
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This size is consideredto be sufficientlyfine to accuratelydefine
stressesand deflections. The computercode selectedfor the analysis
was NASTRAN-Cosmic,Level 17.0. The selectionwas based on the fact that
it has industry-wideacceptanceand use, and that Rohr has extensive
experiencewith it. The titanium sandwichpanel was modeled as CQUAD1
plate members.
CQUAD1 are specialplate membersrepresentingsandwichstructure. The
clips and bayonetswere modeled as rod elements. These rod elements
representspring stiffnessesfor the clips and bayonets. The spring
stiffnesseswere determinedfrom a full panel pull test. Nomex pads were
also simulatedwith single point constraints(SPC). These SPCs represent
the degree of freedomor the boundaryconditionfor the finite element
model. Severaliterationswere performedto remove unrealisticreaction
loads (bearingreactionpoints in tension) in the model. Subsequently,
the pressure and thermalgradientsfrom Section3.1 were input to the
model. The stress levels are discussedbelow, and the deflectionvalues
are discussedin Section6.7, "Thermal/PressureGradientson Full Size
Panel."
3.3 BENDINGMOMENTSAND MARGINSOF SAFETY
The stress and internalload levelsfrom the computermodel were compared
with values calculatedby "hand"analysis. This "hand"analysisused
classicalplate theory,beam theory and conservativethermal analysis
techniques. Close correlationbetweenthe computerresultsand the
"hand" analysisprovideda measure of confidencein the computermodel.
Table 2 lists the criticalbendingmomentsand marginsof safety for the
variousparts of the panel.
For the Ascent 1 condition, the maximumbending moments occur at the
middle of the fore and aft edge of the panel. (See elements 600, 611,
700, 711 in Figure 4.) The center of the panel has slightly lower
bending moments. For the Descent 1 condition, the maximumbending
moments occur near the attachmentclips. (See element102, 109, 1202,
1209 in Figure 4.) For the Descent2 condition,the locationof the
maximum bendingmoment is the same as the Ascent 1 conditionexcept that
the magnitudeis slightlyreduced due to offsettingthermalloads.
It should be noted that the allowablemomentsfor the multi-wallsandwich
panel are conservativevalues. They are based on a thermal gradientof
811°K/422°K(IO00°F/3OO°F)insteadof 716°K/383°K(830°F/240°F).
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4/ TOOLDESIGNAND FABRICATION
4.1 TOOL DESIGN
The panel design discussedin Section2 shows the dimple patternto be
the same as used for the outer dimpledsheet reported in Reference4,
therefore,the only additionaltool requiredfor this task was a
superplasticformingtool for formingthe side closures,shown in
Figure 5. Since the tool life could not be predicted,and a minimumof
104 parts would be made, the tool was designedto make four individual
side closuresat one firing.
4.2 TOOL FABRICATION
All tool parts were machinedusing a Blanchardgrinderto plus or minus
0.3 mm (0.010inch) from the nominaldimensions. The -9 and -11 flute
bars were machined,using a conventionalmillingmachine. The tool was
assembledusing standardbolts and dowels and standardshop practice.
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5/ TEST PANEL FABRICATIONS
5.1 TEST SPECIMENFABRICATION
All test panels except two were fabricated17.2 by 304.2 by 304.8 mm
(0.68 by 12.0 by 12.0 inches),then subdividedto make the appropriate
size test specimens. Two panels were fabricated,havingclips, tongues
and side closuresper the drawing,shown in Figure 1, for pressureand
thermaltests.
The dimpled sheets and side closureswere superplasticallyformed,using
the same processparametersreported in References1 and 2. The skins
and septum sheetswere square sheared,then processcleanedper Rohr
process specifications. The dimpledsheets were platedon each node,
using a Rohr proprietaryprocess. The platingthicknesswas verifiedby
the installationof dummy nodes on each side of the dimpledsheet before
plating,then removingafter plating, and making a photomicrographof
each dummy node. The side closureswere also plated2.5 mm (0.10 inch)
wide around the peripheryon one side of each closure.
After platingand processcleaning,all detail parts were assembledfor
Liquid InterfaceDiffusion(LID) bonding, using the Rohr proprietary
process. The parts were held togetherfor LID bondingby resistancespot
tack weldingat each of the four corners. For the panels having side
closures,clips and tongues,the side closures,clips and/ortongueswere
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resistancespot tack welded to the skins prior to layupfor LID bonding.
Figure6 shows a typical assemblyof parts before resistancespot tack
welding. Figure 7 shows the side closures,clips and tongues resistance
spot tack welded together,and the dimpledand septum sheetsresistance
tack welded together. Figure 8 shows the final assemblyready for LID .
bonding. Figureg shows panel after LID bonding. The hole in the corner
of the panel shown in Figure g was causedby improperhandling. It was
later repairedby LID bondinga 0.01 x 12.7 x 12.7 mm (0.004x 0.50 x
0.50 inch) Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mopatch over the hole. Experiencewill
reducethe frequencyof this occurrencehowever,the repair is relatively
inexpensiveand easy to make.
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6/ TEST PROGRAMANDRESULTS
6.1 GENERAL
The purposeof the test programwas three-fold_to providebasic
mechanicalpropertiesof the LID-bondedtitanium6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo
multiwallsandwich,to verify the design of the titaniumfastenerinsert,
and to verify the structuraland thermalperformanceof the panel design
and manufacturingprocess. The basic mechanicalpropertytestingwas
performedon coupon-sizespecimens. Sub-elementtests were performedon
selected specimens. The structuraland thermalperformanceverification
was conductedon a full-sizepanel. An outlineof the test programwith
the number of specimensinvolvedis given in Table 3.
For the coupon and sub-elementtesting,the Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Momultiwall
panels were fabricatedand were visually inspectedprior to testing.
Specimen locationswere marked on the panels. Photographswere taken of
the panelsfor a permanentrecord of specimenlocation. Specimenswere
identifiedby a number/lettercombinationwhich relatedit to the panel
from which it came and to the type of test that was performedon it.
The full-sizepanel tests closely simulatedthe pressureloadingand
temperaturerequirementsrequiredfor Space Shuttlebody point 3140.
Therefore,the test resultsare providedas conclusiveproof that the
panel is able to withstanda realisticpressure load and temperature
environment.
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The test resultsquantifythe strengthpropertiesof the materialand
verifythat the panel meets all of the design requirements. The
remainderof this sectionprovidesdetailsof all the testing. These
details includea descriptionof test specimenconfiguration,test
apparatusand procedures,and test results.
6.2 FACE SHEET TENSIONTEST
These tests were conductedto determinethe basic mechanicalproperties
of duplexannealedtitanium6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mofoil material after being
subjectedto various conditions. These conditionsincluded:
a. Processed/LID(LiquidInterfaceDiffusion)bonded to a dimpled
sheet core.
b. Test temperaturesfrom room temperatureto 811°K (IO00°F).
The followingmechanicalpropertieswere determined: yield (Fty) and
ultimate (Ftu) strength,percentelongation(e%), and tensionmodulusof
elasticity(Et). The Fty and Et values were measuredfrom load-
deflectioncurveswhich were plotted in conjunctionwith an LVDT (Linear
Variable DifferentialTransformer)on an Instronloadingmachine.
All specimens except the "as received" ones were cut from LID bonded
Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo single-layer sandwich panels. The dimpled sheet
(core) was separated from the face sheets by a high-speed friction saw.
The overall specimen size was 50.8 mm by 254 mm (2 inches by I0 inches)
with a 25.4 mm (I inch) wide test section with foil thickness of
0.102 mm (0.004 inch).
The test results are summarizedin Tables4 and 5. These groupingsare
"as received"and LID bonded to dimpledsheet (dimpledsheet subsequently
removedfor test).
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Table 4 summarizesthe testingon specimensin the "as received"
conditionwithoutany pretestthermalexposure. The yield and ultimate
strengthand modulus of elasticityvalues are higherthan publisheddata
(MiI-HDBK-5D)for sheet thicknesses(less than 0.046"),but the
percentageelongationsare somewhatlower. These increasesand decreases
are attributedto the rollingoperationsthese sheets receivedbefore
being sent to Rohr. The reductionin strengthsfrom room temperatureto
811°K (IO00°F)is 38 percentfor Fty, 32 percentfor Ftu and 26 percent
for modulusof elasticity,respectively. These reductionsare comparable
to publisheddata.
Table 5 summarizes the testing of specimens that were LID bonded to
dimpled sheet. The Fty (yield) and Ftu (ultimate) strengths obtained
from the test results indicate that the Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo is a _ +
phase because it has the equivalent strengths associated with annealed
mechanical properties. The reduction in strengths from room temperature
to 811°F (IO00°F) is 42 percent for Fty, 37 percent for Ftu and
27 percent for modulus of elasticity, respectively. The percentage
elongations are still slightly lower than published data but have
increased from the "as received" values due to the LID bonding
operations.
From Tables4 and 5, the test resultsshow that the mechanicalproperties
of the "as received"conditionare higherthan of those in the LID bonded
condition. The Fty strengthsat room and at 811°K (IO00°F)temperatures
for the LID bonded conditionare 21 percentand 26 percentlower than the
"as received"condition,respectively. For Ftu, the LID bonded condition
is reduced26 percentat room temperatureand 31 percentat 811°K
(1,000°F). The modulusof elasticity(Et) is reduced9 percentat room
temperatureand 10 percentat 811°K (IO00°F)from the "as received"
condition. The reason for the reductionin mechanicalpropertiesfor
Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Moin the LID bonded conditionis becausethe LID bonding
operationhas an annealingeffect on the materialproperties.
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6.3 CREEP TEST
The test was conductedto determinethe creep-ruptureof Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-
2Mo foil material after having been throughthe LID process. The creep-
rupturetest provided a measure of the ultimate load-carryingabilityof
this materialas a functionof time and temperature. The specimenswere
obtainedfrom a panel which had 0.102 mm (0.004inch) gage foil LID
bondedto a dimpled core sheet. After the dimpledcore sheet was cut
away from the foil, the foil was cut into tensilespecimenswhich
measured31.75 mm by 254 mm (1-1/4inches by 10 inches)with a 12.7 mm
(1/2 inch) wide test section. The specimenswere dead-weightloaded,and
a portablewrap-aroundfurnacesuppliedthe requiredtemperature. The
specimen'selongationand creep-timewere measuredusing a Speedomax
recorderand a LVDT. There was a total of ten specimenswhich were
tested at elevatedtemperaturecreep. The resultsof the test are
plottedas stress at ruptureversus P, where P is the Larson-Miller
parameter. The Larson-Millerparameteris a functionof time and
temperatureat rupture. These resultsare shown on Figure 10.
6.4 FLATWISETENSION
The purposeof this test was to determinethe LID bond strengthof
attachmentnodes subjectedto room temperature,589°K (600°F)and 811°K
(IO00°F)test temperatures. In addition,the effectsof a pretest
environmentalexposureof 25 hours at 811°K (IO00°F)in an air furnace
were also investigated. The test specimenswere approximately76.2 mm by
76.2 mm (3 inches by 3 inches)and consistedof a full depth sandwich
(4 layers). The specimensfor testing at room temperaturewere bondedto
steel loadingblocks with FM-IO00 adhesive. The other specimenswere
brazed to the steel loadingblockswith LithobrazBT braze alloy for 10
minutes at 1066°K (1460°F). The blocks with the specimensattachedwere
then loaded into the test fixture as shown in Figure 11. This fixture
has swivel joints at both ends to accountfor loadingmisalignments.
This fixture is then locatedin the Instrontest machine.
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The pretestthermalenvironmentexposurewas performedon some flatwise
tensionspecimensto determinethe degradationof the LID bond properties
over the life of a panel. It has been estimatedthat these panels would
be exposedto 811°K (IO00°F)environmentfor approximately300 seconds
every flight,or approximately8 hours for 100 flights. A conservative
upper limit of 25 hours was used. The atmosphereused for this exposure
was conservativelysea level air.
The flatwise tension test results are summarized in Table 6. The average
failure stress at room temperature for unexposed specimens is 193 KPa
(28 psi). This is an improvement of 34 percent over the original node
attachment design (Task I). The improvement was due to the increase of
the node attachment area. The node attachment area had been increased
from 1.82 square mm(0.00283 inch sq.) to 2.85 square mm(0.00442 inch
sq.). All of the test specimens experienced node failure. Node failure
is defined when the core (dimpled sheet) material has had tension failure
leaving node tip interface material on the face sheet or septum.
The room temperature tests, on specimens which had a pretest exposure,
showed an approximate 50% reduction in strength. However, it should be
noted that this test is conservative in the length of pretest exposure
and also in the sea level atmospheric environment since most entry
heating occurs at a high altitude.
The test results of the pre-environmental exposure (25 hours at 811°K or
IO00°F in an air furnace) specimens that were tested at elevated
temperature show an increase in strength over the room temperature test
results. It has been theorized that the higher FWTstrength values at
high test temperature can be explained as follows: as the test
temperature increases, the titanium material becomes more ductile and the
node attachment joints become more flexible. This tends to redistribute
the load more uniformly into all the nodes and thereby provide higher FWT
strength. This resulting strength increase is of such magnitude that it
also masks the deleterious effects of the pre-environment exposure.
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6.5 BEAM FLEXURE
The four point beam flexuretest was conductedto determinethe bending
strengthand stiffnessof the 76 mm by 305 mm (3 inches by 12 inches)
full depth sandwichspecimens. The test specimenswere tested at room
temperatureand with a thermalgradientacross the specimenin the set-up
shown in Figure 12.
The hot side of the specimenhad a 0.102 mm (0.004inch) Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-
2Mo face sheet thickness. It was heated by quartz lamps while the other
side was cooled by shop air. The heat output of the lamps was regulated
by alteringthe input current,and by shop air flow that was metered by a
valve. Four Ti-6AI-4Vpads 12.7 mm by 1.27 mm thick (1/2 inch wide by
0.050 inch thick)were used to distributethe appliedand reaction loads
into the specimens. All of the specimenswere loaded in 44.5 N to 89 N
(10 to 20 pounds)incrementsand returnedto zero load after each load
increment. The loadswere held for 30 secondsfor each incrementalload.
Bendingdeflectionreadingsfrom a dial indicatorwere taken at center
span for each load increment. The initialparts of these curves are
shown in Figure 13.
There were ten test specimens. Three specimens were tested at room
temperature. Three were tested at a temperature of 589°K (600°F) on the
compression side and 422°K (300°F) on the tension side. The four
remaining specimens were tested at a temperature of 811°K (IO00°F) on the
compression side and 422°K (300°F) on the tension side. One of these
four specimens was tested in a creep-bending test. All of the elevated
temperature specimens were brought to temperature before the load was
applied.
The seven specimensthat had thermalgradientsthroughthe thicknesshad
thermocoupleinstrumentation. Each of these specimenshad nine
thermocouplesinstalled,six on the hot side and three on the cool side.
I
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One of the six thermocoupleson the hot side of the specimenwas used to
controlthe heat intensityof the quartz lamps. The specimenthat was
tested in creep-bendinghad a moment load of 9.7 in-lbs/inapplied,and
it was left to creep for one hour. Duringthe one-hourcreep time, the
deflectionreadingswere taken at the centerspan of the specimen.
The results are shown in Table 7. The temperaturerange given in the
table is the temperaturevariationsalong the lengthof the test
specimens. The failuremode on seven specimenswas local shear
instabilityat the inner supports. Two specimensthat were tested at
room temperaturehad disbondand node failuresrespectivelyon the
0.102 mm (.004 inch) face sheet. The disbondfailuremode occurredonly
after very severe bucklingwaves took place in the face sheet. The
deflectionreadings indicatedthat some slightpermanentset on all
specimensoccurred.
From the test resultsshown in Figure 13, the effectivebendingstiffness
(El) values were determinedand tabulatedin Table 8. A load value and a
correspondingdeflectionvalue were taken from the Figure 13 curves and
substitutedinto the equationthat definesthe bendingdeflectionat the
center of this beam. The equation,derivedby energymethods, is23Pal
A = T_'I--" (The symbolsare explainedin Figure 13.) Also presentedin
Table 8, for comparisonpurposes,are the analyticallycalculatedEl
values for this structure. These calculatedvalues assumedthat there
was a linear temperaturedistributionand that the dimpledcore did not
contributeto the moment of inertia. The deletionof the contributionof
the dimpledcore is probablythe reasonthat test values are 24-27%
higher than the calculatedvalues.
In Figure 13, curve B shows an initialshift in the deflectionreading.
This was due to improperzeroingof the dial indicator. As for the
creep-bendingtest, the permanentset value was not availablebecausethe
dial indicatorreadingmoved t6 a higherdeflectionreadingafter
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unloadingof the specimens. This is attributableto the thermal
deflectionssince the dial indicatordid come back to a zero reading
after the quartz lamps were turned off. However,visual inspectionof
the test specimendid not reveal any indicationof permanent
deformation.
6.6 THROUGH PANEL FASTENER
This test was conductedto determinethe minumum load needed to pull the
fastener and insertthroughthe test panel. There were four through
panel fastenertest specimens,102 mm by 152 mm (4 inchesby 6 inches).
These test specimenswere fabricatedper Rohr DrawingNo. 195-260. The
test setup and the specimensare shown in Figure14. As shown, the
specimenwas supportedby a plate with a cylindricalcutout 69.9 mm
(2-3/4 inches)diameter. Three dial indicatorswere used to measure the
deflectionson the specimendoubler,the insert and the face sheet near
the insert. A "pull-through"load was appliedin 22.2 N (5 pounds)
incrementsand unloadedat each incrementalload until about 445 N (100
pounds)and then 44.5 N (10 pounds)incrementsto failure.
The ultimateload was determinedwhen the test specimenno longerheld
the appliedload. The limit load was determinedby plottingthe load-
deflectioncurve of the insert. The limit point was obtainedwhen the
slope of the load-deflectioncurve decreased.
The test resultsare shown in Table 9. The resultsof the test show
minimum values of 245 N (55 pounds)for limit load and 636 N (143 pounds)
for ultimate load. These loads are large when comparedto the design
requirementswhich are 107 N (24 pounds)for limit and 160 N (36 pounds)
for ultimate loads. There were two failuremodes in this test. They
were outer face sheet tear-outwith internalpanel failure,as shown in
Figure 15, and shear of fastenerinsertflange as shown in Figure 16.
Photomicrographsof the fastenerinsertflange show that shear failure
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was due to machiningthe insertflange too thin as shown in Figure 17.
This explainsthe lower ultimatetest loads found for these specimens.
The actual productionparts will requiretightertoleranceson the
machiningof this insertflange.
6.7 THERMALPRESSUREGRADIENTSON FULL SIZE PANEL
6.7.1 GENERAL -- In order to verify the structuralintegrityof a
total panel assembly,a series of thermaland pressuregradienttests
was conducted. A panel assembly,which was fabricatedto Rohr
EngineeringDrawing195-258,RevisionA, was clippedinto a test fixture
in a manner which accuratelysimulateda shuttleinstallation. The test
panel, instrumentedwith thermocouplesis shown in Figure 18.
6.7.2 TEST FIXTUREAND INSTRUMENTATION-- The test fixture (Rohr
Drawing501-560,RevisionA, is shown schematicallyin Figure 19 and by
photographsin Figures20 through24. In the schematic,startingat the
bottom,thereare dial indicatorswith ceramicdowelswhich penetrate
throughthe quartz lamps. The quartz lamp bank array is shown in
Figure 21. The ceramicdowels,shown protrudingthroughthe lamps,must
penetratea water chamberwhich circulateswater to cool and protectthe
aluminum supportplate. Surroundingthe lamp bank is a rectangular,
gold-platedreflectingshield which keeps the heat in and on the panel
(Figure20).
Above this lamp assembly,a completelyindependentand separateassembly
is suspended. This assemblycontainsthe test panel,mounting clips,
seals and a pressurechamberto load the panel. The test panel has its
exterior surfaceexposed directlyto the lamp array. The panel is
clipped into the base of the pressurechamber. Figure 22 shows this
chamberin an invertedpositionand withoutthe cover plate. Note that
the clips and bayonetfittingsfor the normalmating structureare
included.
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Also shown in this figure (and in Figure 19) are two differentseals.
The design and functionof these siliconeseals are very important. The
seal,on the outer perimeter,simulatesthe Nomex pad that would be
installedon the shuttlevehicle. This pad is compressedduring panel
installationand providesa tight fit for the panel. It also reacts
crushingpressure loads that push the panel againstthe vehicle. The
test seal is purposelynot bondedto the panel so that it will not
inadvertentlyreact blowoffpressure loads that pull the panel away from
the shuttle. The inner seal is referredto as the flap seal, and it
providesthe seal to the pressurechamber. As such, it must be bondedto
the panel,but also must not react any blowoffloads. This is possible
becauseof its design. The siliconeseal is L-shapedand has very low
bendingstiffness. Consequently,the seal is incapableof reacting any
load. Therefore,all loads must go throughthe clips as required.
Figures23 and 24 show views of this seal as it attachesto the bottom of
the panel. AlthoughFigure 24 shows an Inconelpanel from Reference5,
the setup is similarfor the titaniumpanel. The final part of the
fixture is a cover plate which is bolted on. A vacuum pump provides
crush pressure,and an external air supplyprovidesblowoffpressure.
Both are monitoredby a pressuregauge.
Figure 20 shows, on the far left, a ThermacController(Research,Inc.)
which regulatespower to the quartz lamps. To the right of this is a
Data Logger (Fluke)which recordsthe temperaturesfrom the
thermocouples. All thermocoupleswere chromel/alumelattachedby spot
weldingto the panel.
6.7.3 TEST PROGRAMAND RESULTS-- The testingwas performedas a
series of five conditionsas outlined in Figure 25. The intentof the
programwas to cover as many possibledesign conditionsas practicaland
to do so in a conservativemanner. The design pressureis 1 psi ultimate
and the design surfacetemperatureis 811°K (IO00°F). In this test
program,the limit crush pressurewas first appliedat room temperature
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and then with a conservativethermal gradientof 811°K/422°K(IO00°F/
300°F), respectively. Subsequently,the panel was subjectedto the limit
burst pressureat room temperatureand then with a thermalgradientof
811°K/422°K(IO00°F/3OO°F).After successfullypassingthese test
conditions,the loadingwith the thermalgradientwas increasedto
determinemargin of safety. At 20.7 KPa (3.00psi) an air leak took
place in the pressurechamber and the testingwas stoppedto protectthe
test fixture. Post-testinspectionrevealedno failure in the panel.
The heat-uprates on the test panel were controlledand were those
calculatedfor a re-entrycondition. These temperatureswere monitored
during heat-upand during load application. Figure 26 shows the location
of the eight thermocouples. This figure also tabulatesthe temperatures
for variouspressureloads. The temperaturetable shows that
thermocouplesNumber 1, 2, 6, 7 and 8 are very consistentwith each other
on the hot side of the panel during testing. The temperaturesin the
remainingthree thermocouplesdecreasedin value as the pressureload
increased. This behaviorwas due to the air which suppliedthe pressure
load and cooled the thermocoupleson the cool side of the panel.
Figure 27 plots the deflectionsat the centerof the panel versus applied
pressure loads. For the criticaldesignconditionsof 6.9 KPa (1.0 psi),
burst pressure plus 811°K/422°K (IO00°F/3OO°F) temperature gradient, the
deflection at the center of the panel is 5.08 mm(0.20 inch), 3.63 mm
(0.143 inch) due to thermal and 1.45 mm (0.057 inch) due to pressure or a
total of 5.08 mm (0.20 inch). Also shown in this figure is a nonlinear
behavior of the panel under a combined crush pressure and thermal
loading. In order to relate this to panel bow, Figure 28 was plotted.
This plot shows deflection values at all four corners of the panel, the
middle of a side, and also the center of the panel for the critical
design condition. The plotted deflections are those due to pressure
only, and the thermal deflections are presented in table form. In order
to calculate maximumpanel bow, the corner with the smallest deflection
has its value subtracted from the panel center deflection. For the
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6.9 KPa (1.0 psi) 811°K/422°K (IO00°F/3OO°F) condition, Number 1 corner
has the smallest deflection. This value is 0.813 mm(0.032 inch),
0.483 mm (0.019 inch) due to thermal and 0.330 mm (0.013 inch) due to
pressure.
Therefore, the maximumpanel bow for the ultimate design condition is
5.08 mmminus 0.813 mmor 4.27 mm(0.168 inch). The nonlinearity in the
deflection curves above the 6.9 KPa (1.0 psi) load is attributed to
bending in the clips.
Figure 29 presents a comparison of deflections obtained from the test
results versus those calculated using the NASTRANfinite element model as
described in Section 3.2. Note that the crush pressure condition was
conducted at a maximumpressure of 4.6 KPa (0.67 psi). So for direct
comparison purposes, the burst pressure deflections are also tabulated at
this pressure. The deflections calculated for a 4.6 KPa (0.67 psi) crush
pressure case (loading condition II) do not agree with the measured
deflection values. The reason for this disagreement in deflections is
that in the modeling technique, the finite element model was supported
with NASTRANSPC's (Single Point Constraint) as a boundary support. The
SPCboundary is supposed to represent the Nomexpad boundary, but the SPC
constraint is a rigid boundary constraint, thus the finite element model
shows lower deflections than the tested values.
The deflections calculated for 4.6 KPa (0.67 psi) burst pressure case
(loading condition I) are in fair agreement with the test results, for
example, 0.940 mm (0.037 inch) deflection analytical versus 0.711 mm
(0.028 inch) test at the center of the panel. However, the deflection
value for analytical results at the center of the edge of the panel does
not agree with the measured result, because the finite element model does
not include the corrugated side walls. These corrugated side walls will
increase the bending stiffness of the panel, especially along the edges.
The existing finite element model used a two-dimensional element to model
the TPS panel in its entirety, therefore, modelling the corrugated side
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walls was not possible. As for the thermaldeformationat the center of
the panel, the deflectionresults agree very well except at the outer
edge of the panel. At the center edge of the panel the deflectionvalue
is higher for the analyticalthan the test result. This is again due to
the missing corrugatedside walls in the finite elementmodel as
mentionedabove.
In additionto the limitationsin modellingtechniquesmentionedabove,
some minor shortcomingsneed mentioning: (1) modulusof elasticityand
thermal coefficientof expansionvalues were not adjustedfor
temperature,(2) linear temperaturegradientappliedacross the layer is
not preciselycorrect,and (3) the solutionto this problemrequiresa
non-linearcomputer approach,whereas a linearone was used.
6.8 THERMALCONDUCTIVITY/EMITTANCE
It was not expectedthat any significantchangesin conductivityfrom the
Reference1 values would occur. But becausethe side wall enclosures
were changedfrom 0.524 Rad. (30 degrees)to 1.571Rad. (90 degrees) and
the node's spot diameterwas increasedby 0.38 mm (0.015inch) from 1.524
mm (0.060 inch) to 1.905 mm (0.075inch), it was decidedto repeat the
conductivitytests.
Thermal conductivitytests were performedon a panel having approximate
dimensionsof 17.3 by 305 by 305 mm (0.68 inch by 12 inches by 12
inches). The tests were run on the same modifiedguardedhot plate
apparatusused for conductivitytesting in References1 and 2.
Test resultsare shown in Figure 30. For comparison,resultsfrom the
original configurationare also includedin the graph. It is noted that
most values are unchangedfrom those reportedin Reference1. There is
some differenceat the highesttemperature,but this is attributedto the
long run times at high temperaturesrequiredbecauseof unfamiliarity
with the test equipmentat the time the panels having30-degreeside
walls were tested.
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After these tests were completed,an additionalpanel,deliberately
vacuum sealed,became availablefor tests. It was expectedthat a
significantk reductionwould occur becausethe vacuumremoves air k
contributionfrom the panel'soverallk value. The panel was vacuum
checkedbefore and after the k tests by immersingit in 150°F water. No
air bubbleswere detectedeither before or after testing. Test results
of k values are given in Figure 30. They are disappointingsince the
values essentiallyare the same as the no vacuum panel. Evidently,only
a partialvacuumwas retainedin the panel.
Becausethe design was changedto includeTi-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo,it was
necessaryto check this material for emittance. The test results shown
in Figure31 are very close to the Ti-6A1-4Vreported in References1
and 2.
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7/ FABRICATIONOF PANELARRAYS
7.1 FABRICATINGDETAIL PARTS
The panel side closures were superplastically formed at 1200°K (1700°F)
in a vacuum furnace evacuated to 5 x 10-5 Torr. After the tool and part
temperature reached 1200°K (1700°F), the tool was pressurized to 138 Kpa
(20 psi) using argon gas. The pressure was maintained at that level
for ninety minutes. After forming, the parts were trimmed net using hand
shears. The dimpled sheets were superplastically formed using a static
pressure load of 4.8 KPa (0.7 psi). The same time and temperature was
used as for forming the side closures so that furnace loads could be
intermixed for economic reasons.
The skins and septum sheets were square sheared to net dimensions. The
clip and tongues were hot formed, using a conventional hot forming press.
The through panel fasteners were machined net per drawing. All
fabrication was performed in accordance with Rohr planning where the
operator and the inspector had to verify that each step of the
fabrication procedure had been properly performed by affixing
identification stamps at each operation on the planning. Figure 32 shows
typical planning used in the fabrication of detail parts.
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7.2 FABRICATINGTHE PANELS
The prefabricateddetail parts were processedin lots of six. After
platingand processcleaning,all detail parts where assembledfor LID
bonding,using the Rohr proprietaryprocess. The parts were held
togetherfor LID bondingby resistancespot tack welding at each of the
four corners. For the panels having side closures,clips and tongues,
the side closures,clips and/or tongueswere resistancespot tack welded
to the skins prior to layup for LID bonding. Figure33 shows LID bonded
panels being removedfrom furnace. After LID bonding,the panelswere
checkedvisually,dimensionallyand with ultrasonicpulse echo of each
face sheet to dimpled sheet bond joint.
The visual inspectionshowedthat some panels had wavinessof the face
sheets,some had been damagedfrom handling,some also had very small
openings at the intersectionof the side closuresat the corner;see
Figures 35 through40. Previoustests showedthat wavinessof the face
sheets was not a structuralproblem. The damagedareas were repairedby
LID bonding a small patch over the affectedarea. Experiencein handling
and the possibleuse of protectiveaid duringthe fabricationprocess is
expectedto eliminatethis type of damage.
An internalpressurecheck to 6.895 KPa (1 psi) was performed,using a
MeriamManometerwith Meriam 295 Red Fluid (2.95 specificgravity)shown
in Figure 34. While the panel was being pressurized,it was observedfor
noise and bulges. One previouslyrejectedpanel with known dimpledsheet
to face sheet bond voids was tested to failureas a standard. Where the
known voids were, a bulge would occur;when additionaljoints failed,a
loud noise was heard.
Overallevaluationof these panels show that bond qualityis much better
than was achievedon the panels havingthirty-degreesloped sides
reported in Reference2 and that large quantitiescould be economically
produced by thismethod.
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After all deliverablepanels had been completedand shipped,Rohr became
aware of an AutomatedUltrasonicScanningfacilitywhich has the
potentialfor findingdisbondsat variousdepths in sandwichstructures.
This automatedfacilityuses ultrasonicthroughtransmissionor pulse
echo in conjunctionwith a computerto look at variousdepths of a
sandwichstructure. The computerlooks at the sound level going in and
coming out and can divide it into sixteen layers. These layerscan be
viewed separatelyon a video screen in 16 shadesof gray or a printout
can be obtained from the attachedprinter.
One vacuumtight panel,one vented panel that had been rejectedfor
furnacerelatedproblems,and one test specimenwith known voids were
evaluatedusing the AutomatedUltrasonicScanner. Throughtransmission
was used to evaluatethe vacuumtight panel and the test specimen.
Figures41 and 42 shows the throughtransmissionprintouts. Only the
node bonds of alternatinglayerscan be seen. The transducerswere
manipulatedand indicationsare that with some developmentthrough
transmissioncould be used to determinedisbondsin vacuum tight panels.
Pulse echo transmissionwas tried without success.
The vented panel was filled with water and evaluatedusing through
transmission. Figures43, 44 and 45 show typicalprintoutsfrom the
AutomatedUltrasonicScanner. All node bond areas can be seen. The
contrastchangesas the computerlooks at the varioussound levelswhich
correspondto differentlayers as shown by Hi and Low DB on the
printouts.
Only a limitedtime was spent on these evaluations. Some developmentis
requiredto match the transducerto the part, and some test specimens
must be fabricatedfor use as standardsfor settingup the Automated
UltrasonicScanner. Indicationsare that this equipmentis capableof
detectingnode disbondsin TitaniumMultiwallThermalProtectionSystem
Panels.
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7.3 FABRICATINGTHEARRAYS
Two panels were installed on an aluminum plate 3.8 mm (0.15 inch) by
406.4 mm (16.0 inches) by 762 mm (30.0 inches) which approximates the
shuttle fuselage mass at body point 3140. This array was shipped to NASA
Johnson Space Center for tests in the Radiant Heat Facility.
An array of twenty panels was designed, shown in Figure 46, and
fabricated for test in the NASALangley Research Center High Temperature
Structures Tunnel. The twenty panels were mounted on the 3.8 mm (0.15
inch) by 1077.7 mm (42.430 inches) by 1522.2 mm (59.930 inches) aluminum
plate shown in Figure 47, using both the through panel fasteners and the
clip and tongue fasteners. The through panel fastener concept was
developed for the purpose of removing and replacing panels locally, which
cannot be done when the clips and tongues are used. The through panel
fastener has another advantage: panels can be installed without sliding
the panel over the Nomexfelt. Installation of panels having clips and
tongues requires the panel edge to be slid across the Nomexfelt to
engage the tongue into the clip on the aluminum plate and the clip on the
preceding panel. It is more difficult to install panels having clips and
tongues. The Nomexfelt is necessary to prevent panel vibration and air
flow under the panel.
The array was designed to fit an existing test apparatus. Therefore,
some panels were smaller than the standard size 17.2 mm (0.68 inch) by
304.8 mm (12.0 inches) by 304.8 mm (12.0 inches) panel. This did not
present a fabrication or installation problem.
The Nomexfelt was installed with room temperature curing silicone
rubber. The Nomexfelt was also sealed around the edges with silicone
rubber to prevent gas from flowing through the felt and under the panels.
3O
8/ CONCLUSIONS
The 1.571Rad (90 degrees)side closureconfigurationpanels are easier
to tool aid for LID bonding,resultingin better bond quality. The 1.9
mm (0.075 inch) diameternodes improvedthe sandwichstrength. The
redesignedpanel meets the mechanicaland thermalrequirementfor shuttle
body point 3140. The panelswere producedin a productionenvironment,
includingqualityassurance. Large quantitiescould be producedusing
existingtechnologiesand facilities.
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Table1. DesignCriteria- BodyPoint3140
Load A PressureUltimate AKTemperature TmaX(oFCondition KPa (psi) (°F) °K )
Ascent 1 +6.89 (+1.00) 0 (0) Room Temp.
Descent 1 0 (0) 583 (590) 716 (830)
Descent2 +6.89 (+1.0) 583 (590) 716 (830)
L _ _
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Table 2. BendingMomentsand Marginsof Safety
Load Ultimate Ultimate Failure Margin
ComponentlConditionCalculatedMoment AllowableMoment Mode of
N-m/m (in-lb/in)N-m/m (in-lb/in) Safety
-- _ . . . . ..
• . . . ,
Basic Ascent 1 55.6 (12.5) 248 (55.6)(3) Intracell High
!Sandwich Buckling
. • . . .
Basic Descent1 19.6 (4.4)(1) 191 (42.9)(3,4) Intracell High
Sandwich Buckling
Basic Descent2 54.7 (12.3)(2) 191 (42.9)(3,4) Intracell High
Sandwich Buckling
.... " " "- - .... - ....... I.....
Attachment Descent2 35.3 (7.93) 37.0 (8.33)(5) Bending +.05Clips
(Local
bending)
(1) Momentdue to 716°K/383°K(8300F/240°F)thermalgradient.
(2) Combinedascent and descentload conditions(i.e.,pressureand
thermalgradient).
(3) Allowablemoments were obtainedfrom room temperaturebeam flexure
test results.
(4) Allowablemoment was determinedfrom 8110K/422°K(IO00:F/3OO°F)
thermal gradientbeam flexuretest results.
(5) Used a temperaturereductionfactor for 4220K (3000F)for ultimate
stress allowable.
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Table 3. StructuralTest Summary
Pre-TestElevated
Temperature ElevatedTest Number of
Test Type Exposure Temperature Specimens
Face Sheet TensionI No Yes 18
Face Sheet Creep2 No Yes 10
FlatwiseTension3 Yes Yes 12
Beam Flexure4 No Yes 10
Through Paqel
Fasteners_ No No 4
Full Panel
Pressure/Temperature
Gradient No Yes 1
1 Test specimensare Ti-6-2-4-2foil material,both as receivedand
after LID bonded.
2 Test specimensare Ti-6-2-4-2foil materialas received.
3 Full depth multiwallsandwich.
4 Includedone creep in bendingspecimen,full depth.
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Table 4. Ti 6-2-4-2Face Sheet TensionSheet - As Received
No PretestEnvironmentalExposure
Test Fty Ftu Et
Temperature MPa MPa e GPa
K° (°F) (ksi) (ksi) % (ksi x 103)
RT 1122 1302 5.0 118
(162.8) (188.9) (17.1)
589 926 1038 3.0 114
(600) (134.3) (150.5) (16.6)
811 686 881 4.1 87.6
(1000) (I01.0) (127.8) (12.7)
NOTE 1: All specimensare 0.102 mm (0.004inch) thick.
NOTE 2: All values are an averageof three test points.
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Table 5. Ti 6-2-4-2Face Sheet TensionSheet - LID Bonded to
DimpledSheet (DimpledSheet Removedfor Test)
Test Fty Ftu Et
Temperature MPa MPa e GPa
K° (°F) (ksi) (ksi) % (ksi x 103)
RT 891 969 6.0 108
(129.2) (140.5) (15.6)
589 582 672 5.0 93.1
(600) (84.4) (97.4) (13.5)
811 517 881 6.7 78.6
(1000) (75.0) (88.8) (11.4)
NOTE 1: All specimensare 0.102 mm (0.004 inch)thick.
NOTE 2: All values are an averageof three test points.
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Table 6. FlatwiseTensionTests Full Depth Sandwich
ROOM SPECIMEN FAILURELOAD FAILURESTRESS
TEMPERATURE ID (3) N, (LBS) KPa, (PSI) FAILUREMODE
Room A-FWT-1(1) 1250 (281) 215 (31.2) Node failure
Temperature
(No pretest A-FWT-2(1) 1023 (230) 176 (25.5) Node failure
exposure)
A-FWT-3(1) 1094 (246) 188 (27.3) Node failure
A-FWT-4(1) 863 (194) 148 (21.5) Node failure
A-FWT-5(1) 1237 (278) 213 (30.9) Node failure
A-FWT-6(1) 1277 (287) 219 (31.8) Node failure
Average 1124 (252.7) 193 (28.0)
Room B-FWT-1 440 (99) 76 (11.0) Node failure
Temperature
(25 hrs. of B-FWT-2 560 (126) 96 (13.9) Node failure
811°K pre-test
exposure) B-FWT-3 311 (70) 54 (7.8) Node failure
B-FWT-4 569 (128) 98 (14.2) Node failure
B-FWT-5 578 (130) 99 (14.4) Node failure
Average 494 (111) 85 (12.3)
(2) (4) (4)
589°K, (600°F) A-FWT-7 814 (183) 140 (20.3) 75% Node & 25% LID(25 hrs. of
811°K pretest A-FWT-8(2) 1797 (404) 309 (44.8) Node failure
exposure)
A-FWT-9(2) 1552 (349) 268 (38_8) Node failure
Average 1388 (312) 239 (34.6)
(2) (4) (4)
811°K, (IO00°F) A-FWT-IO 351 (79) 60 (8.8) 60% Node & 40_ LID(25 hours of
811°K pretest A_FWT_11(2) 2135 (480) 366 (53.1) Node failure
exposure)
A-FWT-12(2) 1664 (374) 286 (41.5) Node Failure
Average 1383 (311) 238 (34.5)
NOTE: All specimenshave been in LID bond cycle.
(1) Adhesivelybond loadingblocks.
(2) Exposure25 hours at lOO0°F in air furnaceand braze loadingblock.
(3) First letterdesignatesthe panel from which the specimenswere cut.
The FWT stands for flatwisetension.
(4) Lower test value is dependenton failuremode.
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Table 7. Beam Flexure Tests -- 3" x 12" Test Specimen
TEST I"_PERATURE RANGE
TOTAL
SPECIMEN TENSION SI DE COMPRESSION SIDE FAILURE LOAD
I.D. (2) °K (°F) °K (°F) N/m (LBS/IN) FAILURE MODE
A-BF-1 Room Temperature Room Temperature 9807 (56.0) Node fa i lure at inner
support.
A-BF-2 Room Temperature Room Temperature 9930 (56.7) Dlsbond of .I02 mm (.004")
face sheet at near center
of speclmen.
A-BF-3 Room Temperature Room Temperature 9457 (54.0) Local shear InstabllIty
Inner supports.
Average 9731 (55.6)
B-BF-4 394-408 (250-275) 570-598 (566-617) 6707 (38.3) Local shear Instability
at Inner support.
B-BF-5 396-416 (253-290) 573-597 (571-615) 7408 (42.3) Same as above
C-BF-6 394-398 (249-257) 566-593 (559-607) 7303 (41.7) Same as above
Average 7139 (40.8)
C-BF-7 416-436 (289-326) 800-815 (980-1008) 7180 (41.0) Local shear InstablIIty
at Inner support.
C-BF-8 409-450 (277-350) 790-826 (962-I027) 8931 (51.0) Same as above
C-BF-9 430-446 (314-344) 802-829 (984-1033) 6427 (36.7) Same as above
Average 7513 (42.9)
m
C-BF-IO 399-425 (258-306) 797-820 (975-1017) 1699 (9.7) (1) No failure
(I) Thls Is the sustained applled load without fallure (creep In bending test).
(2) Flrst letter designates the panel from whlch the speclmens were cut. The BF stands for beam flexure.
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Table 8. Effective Stiffness of BeamFlexure Test
TEST
TEMPERATURE TESTED CALCULATED(3)
GRADIENT TOTALLOAD AVERAGEDEFLECTION(1) EIEFFECT (2) El
°K (°F) N/m (Ib/in) mm (inch) N-m2/m (Ib_in2/inch) N_m2/m (ib_in2/in)
R.T. 2335 (13.33) .089 (.0035) 1932 (17,140) 1558 (13,820)
422-589
(300-600) 2335 (13.33) .100 (.0039) 1720 (15,380) 1362 (12,080)
422-811
(300-1000) 2335 (13.33) .107 (.0042) 1607 (14,280) 1290 (11,450)
(1) Readings were taken on the beam flexure test load curves shown in Figure 13.
(2) Effective El was obtained from the four points loading deflection equation A : 3Pa_.
a : distance between load point and adjacent reaction point, 0.0508 m. _P/21_
l : distance between two reaction points, 0.152 m P/2
P = the total of the two point load pplications
E : modulus of elasticity i
I = section moment of inertia _
r I
(3) Hand calculation used only face sheets and septum sheets for bending stiffness calculations.
Table 9. Static Pull Load Allowable - Titanium Panel Fastener
SPECIMEN LIMIT
I.D. LOADN (LBS) ULTIMATELOADN (LBS) ULTIMATEFAILURE MODE
I 245 1379 OUTERFACESHEETTEAROUTAND
(55) (310) INTERNALPANELFAILURE
2 400 801 SHEAROF FASTENERINSERT
(90) (180) FLANGE
3 356 1535 OUTERFACESHEETTEAROUTAND
(80) (345) INTERNALPANELFAILURE
4 534 636 SHEAROF FASTENERINSERT
(120) (143) FLANGE
383 1085
AVERAGE (86) (244)
245 636
MINIMUM (55) (143)
DESIGNLIMIT LOAD= 2/3 X 1 PSI X 144 IN2 . 4 FASTENERS= 107 N (24 LBS.)
DESIGNULTIMATELOAD= 1 PSI X 144 IN2 . 4 FASTENERS= 160 N (36 LBS.)
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Figure 3. Heating Rates
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Note: Panel nodes (201, 202,
210, 211, 1201, 1202, 1210,
1211) are marked by an X and
have nodes (i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8) directly beneath them
• ° to create rod elements which
represent the bayonett fit-
tings. Nodes marked by circles
° ° represent compressive supports
only and represent support
from the nomex pad.
: o : :
I o ° o o ° o_ o ° • . . q_ 707 _ 807
°° Outer numbers are grid points
: o ° °_,o°°., _ and inner number is panel number.
103 __83 __3 0_3 lie3
• _,_._.___,o • o o o , _ _ o
X
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
Figure 4. Finite Element Model
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Figure 6. Detail Parts for Panel Having Thru Panel Fasteners and Tongues
Figure 7. Multi-Wall Panel Containing Clips and Tongues Being Laid Up
for LID Bonding
(J1
(J1
Figure 8. Panel Having Clips and Tongues Laid Up for Lid Bonding
Figure 9. Top of Lid Bonded Panel Having Clips and Tongues
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Q Testedat IO00°F
[] Testedat 1200°F
NOTE:ALL FOILIS0.004INCHESTHICK
T - Temperature (°F) --
t - Time (Hrs) __
100
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P - (T+ 460) (20+ LOGt)xlO-3
Figure 10. Larson-MillerPlot
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Figure 11. Test Fixture for Fatigue Tension Tests
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Figure 12. Test Setup for BeamFlexure Test
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TEST RESULTS
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DEFLECTIONAT CENTEROF BEAM(m m)
Figure 13. BeamFlexure Test Load Curves
Figure 14. Test Setup of Thru Panel Fastener Test
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Figure 15. Typical Outer Face Sheet Tearout and Internal Panel Damage Failure
Mode
Figure 16. Typical Shear of Fastener Insert Flange Failure Mode
Figure 17. Photomicrograph Shows Over-machining of Fastener Insert Flange
Figure 18. Panel with Thermocouples Being Prepared for Pressure Tests _
SILICONE
COVER SEAL PRESSURE GAGE
PRESSURE/VACUUM CAVITY
~COVER PLATE ~(CONTROLLEO BLEED FLOW FOR COOLI~
/
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I\TPS PANEL
I/~ . SILICONE FLAP~ PRESSURE SEAL__ ' SILICONE SEALANT----""--'m"'-'u ~
I/\./\./\./\. POTTED /'\./\/\f\/\.
I I I I SILICONE I
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',': I (SIMULATES Iii :
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0'1
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\
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Figure 19. Schematic of Text Fixture for Thermal/Pressure Gradient
Figure 20. Shows the Complete Apparatus Use for Pressure Testing
Panels While a Thermal Gradient is Applied
Figure 21. Zoned Quartz Lamp Bank used to Heat the Panel
SEAL FOR VACUUM MODE .
Figure 22. Top of Pressure Test Fixture
Figure 23. Bottom of the Inverted Panel Against ~r1e Seals
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Figure 24. Panel Against the Seals. The Cover Plate is Removed
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(8) THERMOCOUPLES
(6) DIAL INDICATORS
CONTROLLEDHEATUP RATES
CONDITIONI ROOM TEMPERATURE 4.6 KPa ( .67 PSl) BURST
CONDITIONII ROOM TEMPERATURE 4.6 KPa ( ,67 PSI) CRUSH
CONDITIONIII 810.9°K/422°K(IO00°F/3OO°F) 4.6 KPa ( .67 PSI) BURST
CONDITIONIV 810.9°K/n22°K(IOOO°F/3OO°F) 4.6 KPa ( .67 PSI) CRUSH
CONDITIONV 810.9°K/422°K (lO00°F/3OO°F) 20.7 KPa (3.00PSl) BURST
CONDITIONVI 810.9°K/4220K(IO00°F/3OOOF) O,-O-KPa-(O_OPSI)
Figure 25. Titanium Multi-Wail Panel Pressure-Thermal Gradient Test
y. 2,57.2I.--- 157-----.
' ;_: 'I ,,-TC i _ _68.6-,
I__ !"" '_-_-_TC #2 _TC #3 ,-TC #3
TC #8 TC #7 6.2-_
_I TC #6 _
108 TC #5
__ (FARSIDE)
Tc TC#I TC#2
.(0C_i13" JO11_n_/ TC #3 Measurement unitsar in illimeters\ \--
TC #5 TC #4
CASEV TEMPERATUREOK
PRESSURE
i 2 3 4 5 6 7KPa (PSI) 8
0 832 827 638 499 494 831 830 816
+3.4 (+.50) 822 820 625 411 455 820 820 813
+6.89 (+I.00) 808 816 593 384 415 805 804 808
+10.3 (+1.50) 819 822 563 374 396 818 814 814
+13.8 (+2.00) 820 820 493 364 381 818 810 812
+17.2 (+2.50) 825 816 439 355 369 823 821 815
+20.7 (+3.00) 820 802 420 346 358 820 817 811
*°F = 1.8 (°K) - 459.67 ............
Figure 26. ThermocoupleLocation& TemperatureProfile
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Figure 27. TitaniumMultiwallPanelApplied• Pressurevs Center Panel
Deflectionfor VariousLoadingConditions ._
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Figure 28. Titanium Multiwall Panel Deflection Due to Pressure Only@ 811° K/422°KGradient
• i i J' .... • • • , , i i I
LOCATION
LOADINGCONDITION CENTEROF PANEL MIDDLEOF EDGEOF PANEL
mm (in) mm (in)
-- ,m ., ._.. __
I. ROOMTEMPERATURE
4.6 Kpa BURST
ANALYTICAL .940 (.037) .800 (.0315)
TEST .711 (.028) .406 (.016)
II. ROOMTEMPERATURE
4.6 Kpa CRUSH
ANALYTICAL .0737 (.0029) .0203 (.0008)
TEST .305 (.012) .102 (.004)
i
Vl. 811 K/422 K
ANALYTICAL 4.26 (.168) 2.36 (.0929)
TEST 4.70 (.185) 1.35 (.053)
NOTE: ANALYTICALRESULTSAREFROM2-D NASTRANFINITE ELEMENTMODEL
Figure 29. Panel Deflections
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Figure30. ApparentThermal Conductivityof TitaniumMultiwallPanel
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iigure 32. l'ypical Planning for Detail Parts Fab
00
C)
Figure 33. Six Titanium Multi-Wall Panels being Removed from Furnace
after LID Bonding
Figure 34. Multi-Wall Panel being Pressure Tested to 1 PSI Internal Pressure
Figure 35. Damaged Corner of Panel
00
w
Figure 36. Panel was Repaired after Damage
I --~ ~---~-~-- -----
Figure 37. Crease in Bottom Skin 0.41mm (0.016 inch) Deep by 152mm
(6 Inches Long)
00
tn
Figure 38. Waviness of Top Skin to 0.33mm (0.013 inch) Deep
Figure 39. A Small Opening at the Intersection of Edge Closures and Skin
was Closed with a 0.08mm (0.003 inch) by 5mm (0.2 inch) by 8mm
(0.3 inch) Patch Resistance Welded Over the Opening
Figure 40. Repaired Pin Holes (Caused by Resistance Tack Welds
During Layup for LID Bonding)
AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC SCANNER {AUS29A-g2l PAGE
:' " i :J ; :' 12 / a3 AREA3: HC4 .,(3'1 PART 10: OPPOSITE
US LOW 78
XHI .. 11399
DBH1"84
YLOW
FREQ
5824
2
YHI '" 68ga
INDEX = g.H4
co
co
Figure 41. Through Transmission Printout from Automated Scanner Shows
only the Alternating Nodes in Vacuum Tight Panel.
5/12/83 13:36:31 AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC SCANNER (AUS29A-B2) PAGE
rJiE. CRE':"T£D: 5/12183 AREA3:HC4.B1 PART to: OPPOSITE
FREQ = 2
XLO\.J = 1.0'379
DB
XHI • 11399
DB HI = 9.0'
YLO\.J 5792 YHI co 68B8
INDEX" .0' • .0'4
Figure 42. Through Transmission Printout from Automated Scanner Shows
only the Alternating Nodes in Vacuum Tight Panel.
AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC SCANflER (AUS29A-S2) PAGE 1
AREA4:HC4.S1
YLOIJ -SB24
rlLt C~EAT£9: ~/12/B3
X,l.DIJ • lS379
DB LOW'" 9
XHI • 11399
DB Ii I .. 1B FREQ 2
Ytll • 6BSB
INDEX :II S.S4
PA~T 10:
Fi gyre 4;3. Ultrasonic Through Transmission Printout from Automated Scanner.
the Light Area Represents Noc\.e Bonds. DB LOW = 9 Equa1s the·
En,ergy Sound Level Withi n the. Panel.
5/12/B3 14: 15124 AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC SCANNER {AUS29A-82l PAGE 1
FILE CREATED: 5/12/B3
XLOW = 18379
DB LOW = B
XHI OK 11399
DB HI .. 18
AREA4IHC4.81
YLOW .. 5824
FREQ = 2
YHI .. 6888
INDEX = 8.84
PART 10: 1
Figure 44. Ultrasonic Through Transmission Printout from Automated Scanner.
The Light Area Represents Node Bonds. DB LOW = 8 Equals the
Energy Sound Level Within the Panel.
14: 15: 41 AUTbMATED ULTRASONIC SCANNER (AUS29A-B2) PAGE 1
5/12183
XlOW' • IB379
DB LOW' = 7
XHI = 11399
DB HI = 18
AREA4:HC4.B1
YLOW' .. 5824
FREQ = 2
YH I .. 68f18
INDEX" 11.B4
PART 10:
Figure 45. Ultrasonic Through Transmission Printout from Automated Scanner.
The Light Area Represents Node Bonds. DB LOW = 7 Equals the
Energy Sound Level Within the Panel.
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Figure 47 Holder for Task VI Titanium Multi-Wall 20-Panel Array
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